This product is disposable and is supplied sterile. Prior to the expiration date, contents are sterile if the package has not been opened or damaged.

**INDICATIONS:**
Disposable forceps are electrosurgical devices designed to be used in soft tissue surgical procedures.

**CONTRAINDICATIONS:**
Any use of this instrument for tasks other than for which it is indicated will usually result in a damaged or broken instrument.

**SETUP and USE**
The cables to the surgical electrodes should be positioned in such a way that contact with PATIENT or other leads is avoided. Temporarily unused ACTIVE ELECTRODES should be stored isolated from the patient.

Connect the sterile cable to the generator only while it is in the “OFF” or “STANDBY” mode. Failure to do so may result in injury or electrical shock to the patient or operating room personnel.

**CAUTION:**
BECAUSE OF THE VARIABILITY OF OUTPUT VOLTAGES AND MODES FROM GENERATOR TO GENERATOR, DO NOT USE THE DISPOSABLE BIPOLAR FORCEPS WITH GENERATORS HAVING BIPOLAR OUTPUT VOLTAGES THAT EXCEED 1100 Vp-p. REFER TO THE APPROPRIATE ELECTROSURGICAL GENERATOR MANUAL FOR INDICATIONS AND INSTRUCTIONS ON BIPOLAR OUTPUT CHARACTERISTICS TO ENSURE THAT ALL SAFETY PRECAUTIONS ARE FOLLOWED

**WARNING:**
CONNECT BIPOLAR ACCESSORIES TO THE BIPOLAR RECEPTACLE ONLY AND MONOPOLAR ACCESSORIES INTO THE MONOPOLAR RECEPTACLE. IMPROPER CONNECTION OF ACCESSORIES MAY RESULT IN INADVERTENT ACCESSORY ACTIVATION OR OTHER POTENTIALLY HAZARDOUS CONDITIONS.

Power setting guidelines may vary due to differences in surgical techniques, patients, electrodes and surgical set up. Start at the lowest power setting and increase as necessary to achieve the desired clinical effect.

At the lowest power setting, test the forceps by pressing the generator’s activating switch. If the generator fails to activate, check the forceps connection with the cable.